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INSPECT - SERVICE - MAINTAIN 



WHAT TO 
EXPECT 

COMMERCIAL
ROOF REPAIRS

WNC Roofing will listen to your
needs and provide the best
and proven solutions for you
and your facility. From
your very first contact with our
professionals, you can expect
quality customer & roofing
service:

Proper roof repairs will extend the
service life of your roof, putting off
more extensive repairs or even an
early reroof.

Maintaining your commercial roofing system
with proper roof repairs is more cost-effective
than a full tear-off and replacement. Water can
cause unforeseen and expensive damage when
unaddressed. 

WNC Roofing performs Safe, Smart, and
Professional maintenance and repair work that
will prevent future damage and save you
money in the long run. 

Our team will reach out to you within 24
hours of contacting our office and schedule
a firm date and time to complete your
roofing repair* 

Each repair is identified with Tech's initials,
date, and company name for future
reference. 

Upon completion, you will receive
electronically before-and-after photos,
including a detailed invoice of work
completed, time spent, and materials used. 

DAILY REPAIR PROCEDURE
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*All appointments are weather dependent. Repairs are unable to be made during inclement weather
such as rain and snow. In the event of poor weather, the office will be in touch with you to reschedule.



EXAMPLE REPAIRS

WNC Roofing's cost includes
two skilled Commercial Roof
Technicians, equipment,
materials, and all insurances
and licenses needed to
complete the repair. 

REPAIR COST:

Repair Needed

Completed Repair

Curb Repair
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Drain Area Repair

DAILY REPAIR PROCEDURE

A - We charge our hourly rate and
material cost to fix your leak.

B - We come out at our daily Rate
to repair the leak and
maintenance the roof.

C - Schedule a formal survey and
receive a quote.

Options:


